I. Doping Dependence of the Electronic Structure in
Ca(Fe 1--x Co x ) 2 Topographs of samples with both doping levels (x=0 and x=3.0±0.5%) show the same 1×2 surface reconstruction (its orientation has no impact on the electronic structure shown in the current maps 1 ). On the other hand, inserting cobalt atoms produces the profound unidirectional nanoscale electronic structures described in the main text (Fig. S2d ). The autocorrelation analysis (inset of Fig.  S1d ) shows the characteristic length of anisotropic impurity states, 8a 0 ≈22Å, as indicated by the white arrows. Such a feature is absent in the autocorrelation analysis of the undoped sample, where the electronic structure is fairly homogeneous. The only dark contrast shown in current maps coincides with the bright regions in the topographs, which might be Ca clusters on the surface after the violent cryogenic cleave.
II. Modeling QPI signal based on ARPES measurements
In order to obtain an estimate for the QPI pattern one would expect in CaFe 2 As 2 , we modeled the low energy band structure based on ARPES results. The model--bands e k are based on Ref. 2; they are constructed to have the dispersion and Fermi wave vectors measured in the photoemission experiments ( Fig. S6 ). From the model dispersion e k we calculated the spectral function A model (k, ω=0meV) using a constant imaginary self energy of Σ im =6meV , i.e 
III. Analysis of the autocorrelation AC{g(E= --37, r)}
To obtain the parameters |d|, σ for our model presented in Fig. 2 E--G, we analyzed cuts through peaks in the autocorrelation as depicted in Fig. 2C . Fig. S2 shows such a cut. A fit with three Gaussians yields a distance |d|≈21Å, the numbers ranges from about 19 to 24 Å over an energy scale of ±30meV. For more information, see Ref. 6. .
Fig. S2
A cut through the autocorrelation AC{g(E=--37,r)} showing the central peak as well as the two side peaks. The location of the cut is marked by a green line in the inset. The shape can be fitted to three Gaussians; the distance between them gives the intra--anisotropic impurity states --distance. At this energy, the fit yields |d|≈21Å.
V. Identification of cobalt dopant atoms
In Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8+δ , oxygen dopants are negatively charged and generate electronic impurity states at ~--0.96eV 7 and ~--1.5eV 8 . In the case of Co-doped CaFe 2 As 2 , each Co atom is substituting a Fe atom; it was predicted to create a dopant--induced impurity states at lower energies compared to the cuprates, and above the Fermi level 9 . To search for such states, ) , ( eV E r g = images are acquired from E=0 to E=+250meV. A conductance image, meV) g(r, 150 , shown in Fig. S4B is taken in the same field of view as in Fig. S4A . It shows randomly distributed bright maxima that can be observed in g(r,E) maps from about E=+100meV to +250meV; we identify them as Co sites. Some maxima in g(r,E) at the sites that are also bright regions in the topograph (a few examples are circled in Fig. S4A ), come from Ca clusters or other positively charged molecules on the surface, and are excluded in our dopant identification. Fig. S4C shows the location of Co atoms in the same FOV. Each Co atom is represented by a black circle with Gaussian function. However, this identification exhibits only 20% of the density expected in the samples as compared to the average measured Co density by Wavelength dispersive spectroscopy, for reasons not yet resolved. As expected, these bright objects and nanoscale electronic structures are not observed in the pure CaFe 2 As 2 . 
VI. Relating cobalt sites and anisotropic impurity states
Testing the local correlation between anisotropic impurity states and Co positions is challenging since there exist a large number of anisotropic impurity states that are apparently overlapping, far more than visible Co signatures. As a consequence, the surrounding of every visible Co atom might show the combined signal of several anisotropic impurity states, as well as other spatial inhomogeneities. Thus, even if there were an anisotropic impurity state centered on each Co site, one would not see it. Consequently, we chose to use a novel method to address this problem: we averaged the local surrounding of each Co position to remove noise, differences in local environments, and overlapping anisotropic impurity states, and to retain only the persistent characteristics of the local electronic structure characteristic for a Co atom. The same procedure applied on random positions instead of Co positions yields random noise. Fig. S5 illustrates the process. The positions of Co--signatures on the conductance map at 110meV 8 are determined by local two--dimensional Gaussian fitting (c.f. Section V), and transferred to the atomically registered current image at --37meV that exhibits the anisotropic impurity states. We then crop out a small 5nm square FOV around each position and average over all 230 such squares to obtain the persistent local electronic environment. This is shown in Fig. S5C . Indeed, an anisotropic impurity states is found centered at the Co position. As a test, we also performed the same procedure as described above, but at random positions instead of at Co positions. This yields random noise, shown in Fig. S5D. 
VII. Comparison of different q--vectors observed in QPI pattern

